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ABSTRACT
Asian-American dance study is an integration of dance studies and AsianAmerican studies. The existence of social and political stereotypes on Asian-American
dancers often categorizes them into an oriental labeling. The labeling of Asian-American
dancers based on their ethnicity and their culture’s history in the United States and not
considering the artists’ intent and the nature of their works cause this orientalism bias.
Due to lack of researches in the past, older generations of Asian-American dancers in the
United States fell victim to this oriental labeling. Anything that the public did not seem to
understand often led them to believe what they were seeing was foreign. It is not about
the issue of racism that this study intends to bring, but rather this study will focus on the
Asian-American dancers’ place of belonging in the American society. Eiko & Koma, two
renown Asian-American dancers, have an extensive performance career throughout their
lives traveling from Japan to Europe in the early 1970s and eventually settling down in
the United States in 1976. Eiko & Koma witnessed through the social, economic, and
political changes in the United States from the mid-1970s to present. This research will
focus on the perceptions on Asian-American dancers by the American society both in the
past and the present and address the issues that revolve around them primarily through
the works of Eiko & Koma and their career history.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In Philadelphia’s 30th Street Amtrak Station West waiting room on the month of
October 2014, there was a different energy spreading throughout the space. The smell of
fresh food from the food court, the sound of people chatting, the busy movements of
travelers with rolling suitcases, and other energies floating around the room. The ceiling
was high enough to make the energetic sound turn into echoes. The cold marble floor was
vibrating heavily every time the train came and went. The orange electric light was
warming the hard floors, walls, and the whole room.
Between these various energies, there was Eiko, performing A Body in Places in
October 2014. The sound of train movements, people chatting, and even their staring eyes
became the background of her performance. The audience freely came and went over the
three hours of her site specific performance. Eiko’s well-arranged bright white Japanese
traditional gown was calmly folded on the floor and the bright red cloth was draped on
the floor alongside it. Her white clothes, red garment, bloodless-white makeup, the room
full of orange light, the marble floors, and the walls became the scene of her dance. There
was a unique balance between Eiko’s white Kabuki make-up, Japanese traditional white
gown, and Eiko’s heavy movements holding onto a red garment. The distance between
her body and the audience from 30th Street Amtrak Station seemed close but yet far away.
I asked myself on how the audience would try to comprehend the props and the Asian
dancing body that Western people were not very familiar with and how they would
accept them.
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My curiosity about Eiko & Koma started in October 2014 at this very moment,
Eiko’s dancing body remarkably blossomed in the middle of Amtrak subway station in
Philadelphia. It was my second time experiencing Eiko & Koma’s artwork in person
since their River at American Dance Festival in 2010. These two artists, Eiko & Koma,
represent the current uniqueness that exists in Asian-American choreographers and
Asian-American dance study today.
Throughout the duration of this thesis, I will analyze the works of Hijikata
Tatsumi’s Butoh dance and the works of Eiko & Koma’s dance. Hijikata Tatsumi is a
cofounder along with Ohno Kazuo of the Butoh dance during the late 1950s and the early
1960s in Japan following World War II. Eiko & Koma are a pair of Japanese-American
choreographers, born in Japan, and who initially studied under Hijikata and Ohno in the
early 1970s, who are now living in the United States for approximately four decades
since 1976.
Butoh emerged after the post-World War II period in Japan. Butoh means ‘dance
step’ in Japanese; ‘Bu’ means dance and ‘toh’ means step. But in 1960s, it was called
‘Ankoku Butoh’ by Hijikata who also called it ‘Dance of Utter Blackness’ or ‘Dark
Dance’. Later, people started to call it simply ‘butoh’.1 There is a tendency in the West to
connect the ‘utter darkness’ of butoh to the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in August 1945, effectively ending World War II.2 It is sometimes interpreted
as post-atomic spectacle.3 Although the ‘utter blackness’ of Ankoku Butoh was not

1

Rosemary Candelario, Flowers Cracking Concrete: Eiko & Koma's Asian/American
Choreographies. Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2016. 29.
2
Ibid., 30.
3
Sondra Horton Fraleigh and Tamah Nakamura, Hijikata Tatsumi and Ohno Kazuo (New
York, NY: Routledge, 2006).
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explicit about larger societal conditions, it may be useful to think of the postwar period
broadly as one of utter blackness.
I will be making an argument for why Eiko & Koma should not categorized as
butoh dancers and why the perception of Asian-American dancers in the present society
needs to be changed by getting rid of their orientalism bias. The labeling of AsianAmerican dancers based on their ethnicity and their culture’s history in the United States
and not considering the artists’ intent and the nature of their works cause this orientalism
bias. Throughout the course of my study I have mainly applied Bruce Baird’s butoh study
in his book, Hijikata Tatsumi and Butoh: Dancing in a Pool of Gray Grits (2011), and
Rosemary Candelario's study on Eiko & Koma in her books, Flowers Cracking Concrete:
Eiko & Koma's Asian/American Choreographies (2016) and An Asian American Land
(2016). The understanding of Asian-American dance comes from critical frame of
intersection between dance studies and Asian-American studies. Scholars Yutian Wong,
Priya Srinivsan, and SanSan Kwan have led the way in developing a body of literature on
Asian American dance including early 20th century modern dancers, diasporic South
Asian dancers from the late 19th century to the present, circuits of popular dancers on the
“Choy Suey” circuit, and contemporary companies.4 Yutian Wong also points to the
pervasive and ongoing orientalism in and of American modern and postmodern dance
that impacts the reading of choreography and dancing bodies.5 My study also applies
Eiko & Koma’s Asian dancing body to understanding our current dynamic Asian4

SanSan Kwan, Kinesthetic City; Priya Srinivasan, Sweating Saris: Indian Dance as
Transnational Labor (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2011); and Yutian Wong,
“Towards a New Asian American Dance Theory,” “Artistic Utopias,” and
Choreographing Asian America.
5
Yutian Wong, Contemporary Directions in Asian American Dance. Madison, WI:
University of Wisconsin Press, 2016. 24.
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American dance by comparing it to the butoh dance. Where butoh has been unable to rid
itself of the nuclear disclosure from the World War II, as evidenced in the almost mythic
repetition of the ‘butoh-bomb’ association by dancers and audience members alike while
the surrounding Japanese performances in the United States has moved on from butoh
and the nuclear.6 I will be analyzing and identifying key segments and characteristics of
Eiko & Koma’s signature works; White Dance (1972-1972), River (1995), and Eiko’s
Solo Project (2014). Accordingly, I will also be analyzing and identifying the common
threshold on what defines butoh dance through Hijikata’s signature works; Kinjiki:
Forbidden Colors (1959) and Hijikata Tatsumi and Japanese People: Revolt of the Body
(1972).
I viewed Eiko & Koma as butoh dancers when I first encountered Eiko & Koma’s
work, River in 2009, and A Body in the Station in Eiko’s first solo performance in 2004. I
can perfectly recall the day when I entered Eiko’s Delicious Movement Workshop in the
New York City St. Mark’s Church in 2016, Eiko strongly emphasized again and again
that Eiko & Koma should be considered as Asian-American dancers, not as butoh dancers
nor as Japanese dancers. Although Eiko & Koma have lived in the United States for
almost four decades as Asian-American dancers, they can’t seem to shake off the
‘hypervisible’ labeling from the westerners of orientalism.
Butoh dance was co-founded by Hijikata Tatsumi along with Ohno Kazuo which
began to rise in the late 1950s after the World War II in the post-war Japanese era after a
devastating nuclear explosion. Kinjiki: Forbidden colors, one of Hijikata’s first piece,
was premiered at a dance festival in Japan in 1959. During this performance, Hijikata
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Candelario, Flowers Cracking Concrete, 104.
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dressed like a woman, held a chicken between his legs, and danced around as if he was
masturbating with it, for which he was eventually banned from the Japanese Modern
Dance Association.7 Such performance and imagery were viewed as taboo at the time.
Bruce Baird states in his book, Hijikata Tatsumi and Butoh: Dancing in a Pool of Gray
Grits¸ that over-sensationalizing his performances can lead to being fooled that Hijikata
was unique, but rather he was product of his time.8 Before Hijikata entered the dance
scene, the world of the modern dance at that time was filled with ferment lingering in the
aftermath of war-torn Japan. Hijikata was preceded by Mavo, a group of prewar avantgarde artists who engaged in erotically and violently charged performances.9
Eiko & Koma are often labeled as butoh dancers due to their earlier dance training
with Hijikata and Ohno. Although Eiko & Koma did in fact initially study under them,
categorizing Eiko & Koma’s dance solely as butoh dance is unsuitable. Starting as early
as 1985, the dancers released statements asking presenters and reviewers not to call their
work Butoh.10 In a notable 1991 version of such statement, Eiko & Koma wrote at length
on what they did and did not want presenters and critics to approach their work.
In English the term “Butoh” has no historical meaning to the general audience, it
gives no explanation other than the fact that is foreign. Since we started work as
Eiko & Koma in 1971, we have never billed ourselves as “Butoh”, not in Japan,
Europe nor in America. We have always given credit to two wonderful dancers
we studied with, Tatsumi Hijikata and Kazuo Ohno, who started called
themselves Butoh dancers in the early ‘60s… However, we feel just as indebted to
our German teacher as well as other performers we have seen and other teachers
we have studied with… We would like to present out work as such and not as part
of example of something like Butoh, which we feel may draw an audience of
people curious about an exotic oddity… In our work we question our own and
7
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audience members’ individual concerns. This questioning creates a direct
relationship between individuals so that if they dislike us, they dislike us and not
Butoh.”11
Eiko & Koma commented that in the United States the dancers were frequently
categorized as Japanese, whereas in Japan they were considered as American. Other than
their earlier performances in the 1970s prior to their debut in the United States, the
dancers have performed in Japan only a handful of times ever since.
Besides the labeling Eiko & Koma as butoh dancers, many Japanese scholars and
critics alike also do not identify Eiko & Koma as traditional Japanese artists. According
to Rosemary Candelario, one of today’s prominent scholars and researchers on Eiko &
Koma, Eiko & Koma should be not considered as a part of a Japanese dance history
because they primarily resided in New York since 1977 and performed in Japan only a
handful of times.12 But their significance in American dance history and their ongoing
performances in American concerts are elided by a popular opinion that categorizes them
as simply ‘Asian’.13 She also points out, “Rather than focusing on the specific historical,
political, or cultural markers that should be relevant to Eiko & Koma’s works, the term
‘Asian’ simply slips them into orientalism and radicalizes them nonetheless based on
their Asian ethnicity than it does about its dance.”14 Thus, I believe we need to develop a
newer perception and analysis in the topic of Asian-American dance to rid of the oriental
prejudice.
Eiko & Koma have been recognized as a pair of key players in the AsianAmerican Dance mainstream as well as artists of great interest among critics and
11

Ibid., 92.
Ibid., 8.
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Ibid., 9.
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Ibid.
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scholars. There has been recent researches done on Eiko & Koma’s works mainly excerpt
for the book of Rosemary Candelario, Flowers Cracking Concrete; Eiko & Koma’s
Asian/ American Choreographies. First and foremost, Eiko & Koma are often associated
with Hijikata’s Butoh due to their earlier days of studying under Hijikata in 1971. Before
Eiko & Koma found themselves studying under Hijikata in 1971 Japan, they were both
active in the student movement against the Japanese government. Three months after
meeting Hijikata, Eiko & Koma together decided to leave the highly controlled Hijikata’s
atmosphere, reflecting back to their days of protesting against the Japanese government,
in pursuit of their own projects. Majority of Hijkata’s students did a communal living at
the studio. Hijikata students’ daily schedule consisted of working nights at cabarets to
make money for the studio and rehearsing during the day.15 Some people were not given
enough food to eat.16 Candelario in Flowers Cracking Concrete, “If as part of the student
movements they were trying to challenge power, why would they stay with a man with a
singular power?”17 Eiko & Koma’s earlier beliefs and influences directed their decision
to deviate from strictly confining themselves and not abiding by dictated rules.
Eiko Otke was born in 1952 and Takashi Koma Yamada was born in 1948 both
during a war-torn Japan after World War II. Eiko & Koma studied Butoh dance with
Hijikata Tatsmi and Kazuo Ohno in Japan during the late 1960s.18 They left Japan in
pursuit of new opportunities and projects to Europe in 1972 traveling to Germany,

15

Ibid., 34.
Ibid.
17
Rosemary Candelario. Eiko & Koma: Choreographing Spaces Apart in Asian America.
2011. 43.
18
Candelario, Flowers Cracking Concrete, 35.
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Netherland, France, Switzerland, and Tunisia.19 The White Dance (1972) is one of Eiko
and Koma’s initial significant works which was the stepping stone for who Eiko & Koma
are today. The first variation of this work was a 10-minute piece performed at the
Cologne Choreographers’ Competition in Germany at 1973. It was one of the three
finalists to be performed in the Cologne Opera House for the general public also in
1973.20 Then they performed various versions of the White Dance in festivals and venues
in Netherland, France, and Germany. Accordingly, their debut piece in the New York,
United States in 1976 at Japan Society was the White Dance. Since their move to New
York following their debut, Eiko & Koma have been living in New York City for almost
four decades traveling and performing between the East and the West coasts (the Yerba
Buena Center for the Performing Arts in San Francisco venues).
According to Yutian Wong, “Asian-Americans have been historically figured as
non-dancing body.”21 The influence and the presence of Asian-American dance culture
on American dance society had been relatively undermined. Unlike Asian American
theatre and performance, Asian American dance remains sadly understudied and
undertheorized as dance studies in itself is a new discipline.22 But, particularly
noteworthy is the fact that the scholarly work of defining a body of Asian American
dance has begun to emerge in recent years. Yutian Wong joined by scholars such as Priya
Srinivasan and SanSan Kwan developed bodies of literatures on Asian dancing in

19

Ibid.
Brooklyn Digital Foundry, "RIver | Eiko Koma," RIver | Eiko Koma, accessed October
06, 2016, http://eikoandkoma.org/notesonriver.
21
Rosemary Candelario, An Asian American Land, Edith Yutian Wong (Wisconsin: The
University of Wisconsin Press, 2016). 4.
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America.23 Candelario in Flowers Cracking Concrete situates Eiko & Koma both as
Japanese artists who began performing through their encounters with butoh but who have
never called their work by that name, and as Asian American artists in American concert
dance who have had international success.24
Throughout the years that Eiko & Koma lived and performed in Europe in the
United States, Eiko and Koma have worked with artists Manja Chimiel, the longtime
assistant of Mary Wigman, Japanese dancer Mitsutaka Ishii, and Lucas Hoving. As Eiko
& Koma previously stated, they don’t want to draw audiences that may be curious about
an exotic oddity. Based on one of Eiko & Koma’s initial works, the title of the White
Dance in 1973 at the Cologne Opera, Germany, acts as an expression of independence
from their first dance teachers, Hijikata and Ohno.25 First, the title itself suggests and
contradicts the ‘utter darkness’ of their butoh teachers. The color white moreover
provided a powerful contrast to the black and red flags of various political movements.
Embracing the color white and dancing on it signified the message to signal their decision
to leave their past behind to create anew.26
For the duration of following chapters, I study and discuss Eiko and Koma’s
development in their artistic work since their younger years in Japan and see how they
were influenced by western culture, teachers and various performances alike, throughout
their career. I also note their key accomplishments and major works. I argue and discuss
how different audiences can perceive the idea of orientalism individually. During Eiko &
Koma’s first tour in 1976 and in the following year when they moved to the United
23

Ibid.
Ibid., 11.
25
Ibid., 12.
26
Ibid.
24
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States, they were billed as “Japanese avant-garde dancers,” and their work was called
“avant-garde dance in the Japanese manner.”27 Rather than understanding this as a
meaning coming from the specificity of the avant-garde Japan; however, their national
identifier of being Japanese was taken by many critics to mean ‘oriental’.28 The term
‘oriental’ not only seemed to associate to mean foreign but more importantly as
‘traditional’, despite the fact that Eiko & Koma’s initial works had no precedent in
Japanese traditional dances. As dancers from Japan, Eiko & Koma were assumed to have
a background in Japanese traditional dances.29

Thesis Structure
In chapter 2, Japanese Butoh Dance, I study and analyze in-depth the foundation
and core elements that define butoh dance primarily through the works of Hijikata. I will
also cover the history behind Hijikata and the historical backgrounds that influenced him
to create his Butoh. I will be focusing on two of Hijikata’s signature works; Forbidden
Colors (1959) and Hijikata Tatsumi and Japanese People: Rebellion of the Body (1966).
In chapter 3, Eiko & Koma, I study and analyze in-depth the foundation,
evolution, and the key characters that can be found in Eiko & Koma’s performances
throughout their career. The three works I will be focusing on will be the White Dance
(1973), River (1995), and Eiko’s Solo Project (2014-2016). In this chapter, I also analyze
and research Eiko & Koma’s working with space in their choreography and dance. After
watching Eiko and Koma’s River, I was metaphorically transported to another space that

27

Ibid., 89.
Ibid.
29
Ibid.
28
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was both here and not here. Similarly, Rosemary Candelario said in An American Land,
"It is not another place that I could travel to on my own, but we are, collectively, on some
space else.”30 Therefore, I tend to further analyze Eiko & Koma’s signature work River
premiered in 1995.
In chapter 4, Asian-American Dance and Eiko, my study will provide Eiko
&Koma’s working process idea of space from Delicious Movement Workshop and an
interview with Eiko. My experience from Delicious Movement Workshop was abstracted
from understanding the meaning of space from Eiko and Koma and from the meaning of
space in body that was replaced and reconstructed to another space. I will provide with
questions and answers from Eiko on what she believes signifies their performances and
how it differs from the Butoh Dance. Also, I will question where she sees their
performance evolving or rather changing in the near future.
In conclusion, through analyzing the works of Eiko & Koma, I want to look at the
focus on the current studies and the need for a change on American audiences’ perception
on the Asian-American dance. Westerners’ view on Asian dance during the 1930s-1940s
back then were intrigued around its vibrant exotic atmosphere. According to Sansan
Kwan in her article, Performing a Geography of Asian America: The Chop Suey Circuit
in 2011, she stated, “Many of the female dancers, promoted for their “exotic” looks,
played on white American audience’ stereotypes of the seductive Oriental beauty.”31
Furthermore in the 1960s incorporating Asian themes into western choreographies by
such works through the pioneers; Ruth St. Denis, Martha Graham, Merce Cunningham

30

Candelario, An Asian American Land, 174.
Sansan Kwan. “Performing a Geography of Asian America: The Chop Suey Circuit.”
TDR/The Drama Review 55, no. 1(2011): 120.
31
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and Deborah Hay, gave their works great success. In the United States, Asian beauty was
often too associated with the term and idea of ‘exotic’.32 Kwan also suggests in her
article, Even as We Keep Trying: An Ethics of Interculturalism in Jérôme Bel's Pichet
Klunchun and Myself in 2014, “In our increasing confrontation with and reliance on
communities outside our traditional and cultural borders we must develop strategies of
engagement that neither reduce difference to an unspecified, decontextualized relativism
nor reify colonial hierarchies and prejudices.”33 We must always remain sensitive to the
uneven sociopolitical and economic contexts out of which various dance forms operate,
especially if we want to do culturally hybrid work.34 I want to suggest and introduce a
new perception of Asian-American dance through studying Eiko and Koma’s works.
Therefore, the long labeling of ‘hypervisible’ on oriental beauty as ‘exotic’ thus needs to
be rid of as it should be relevant in conjunction with the current political and integration
of the global society today that artists should be simply defined as artists without
boundaries and labeling of stereotype or prejudice.

SanSan Kwan. “Even as We Keep Trying: An Ethics of Interculturalism in Jérôme
Bel’s Pichet Klunchun and Myself.” American Society for Theater Research, Theater
Survey. 55
33
Ibid., 188.
34
Ibid.
32
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CHAPTER 2
JAPANESE BUTOH DANCE
Butoh emerged in the late 1950s during the post-World War II period in Japan.
Butoh means “dance step” in Japanese; ‘Bu’ means dance and ‘Toh’ means step.35 But in
the 1960s it was called ‘Ankoku Butoh’ by Hijikata Tatsumi, who was a co-founder of
butoh along with Kazuo Ohno, also called it as a ‘Dance of Utter Blackness’ or a ‘Dark
Dance’.36 Hijikata’s early experiments were known at first by the term ‘experience’, then
Ankoku Butoh, and later simply as ‘butoh’. There is a tendency in the West to connect
the ‘utter darkness’ of butoh to the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
August 1945, effectively ending World War II.37 It is sometimes interpreted as postatomic spectacle.38 Although the ‘Utter Blackness’ of Ankoku Butoh was not inexplicit
reference to larger societal conditions, it may be useful to think of the postwar period
broadly as one of utter blackness. It was during the time when societies and economies
around the world were being rapid transforming through industrializations and
urbanizations. The arts then were being commonly being associated and being questioned
for their part in fascist ideologies.39
Hijikata Tatsumi, born Yoneyama Kunio on 9 March 1928, was the sixth son and
tenth child of eleven and grew up in Tohoku in the rustic Akita prefecture of the northern

35

Fraleigh and Nakamura, Hijikata Tatsumi and Ohno Kazuo, 1.
Ibid.
37
Candelario, Flowers Cracking Concrete, 24.
38
Fraleigh and Nakamura, Hijikata Tatsumi and Ohno Kazuo, 1.
39
Candelario, Flowers Cracking Concrete, 25.
36
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region of Japan’s main island of Honshu.40 His parents were farmers and owned a
buckwheat noodle shop. Although a vast majority of the population in the Akita region
lived in poverty, Hijikata was born into a family who were one of the wealthy inhabitants
in the region.41 Japan’s involved in the World War II began when Hijikata was thirteen
years old. Almost every major city in the country was then attacked from the air and left
in ruins by the time of the war’s end. Akita was the target of the very last American
bombing-raid.42 Three of his brothers took part in the war and all three were them were
killed. A number of Hijikata’s sisters also disappeared during his youth and the war
years; he would often assert that they had been sold into prostitution (as was the case with
many young women from Akita during that period).43 Although it was later revealed by
his late wife Akiko that his sisters had actually left for other parts of Japan for arranged
marriages.44 Bruce Baird states in his book, Hijikata Tatsumi and Butoh: Dancing in a
Pool of Gray Grits¸ his sisters and mother have become well known in the study of
Hijikata. Hijikata died of liver disease at the age of fifty-seven, and in the final decade of
his life Hijikata endlessly engulfed himself in memories of Tohoku and his childhood.45
Hijikata protested the westernization of Japan following its defeat in World War
II. He rejected westernization, commercialization, and thus sought a dance that would be
true to his ethnic roots and Japanese body.46 According to Sondra Horton Fraleigh,
professor at the SUNY College of Brockport who co-authored Hijikata Tatsumi and
40

Fraleigh and Nakamura, Hijikata Tatsumi and Ohno Kazuo, 19.
Ibid.
42
Stephen Barber, Hijikata: Revolt of the Body (Washington, DC: Solar Books, 2010).
12.
43
Ibid., 12.
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Ibid.
45
Ibid.
46
Fraleigh and Nakamura, Hijikata Tatsumi and Ohno Kazuo, 18.
41
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Ohno Kazuo with Tamah Nakamura, Hijikata thought of his dance as in Fraleigh’s terms
a ‘human rehabilitation’ and a ‘purposeless non-product’ in protest to the rise of the new
market economy in Japan.47 “I do not want a bad check called democracy,” was
Hijikata’s response to the encroachment of the West after World War II.48 In a very short
time, medieval Japan moved from three hundred years of self-chosen isolation into a
rapidly modernizing world, and the Japanese began to imitate American and European
forceful diplomacy.49 Hijikata and Ohno rejected the ballet and the modern dance of the
west and wanted to create a genre that would resurrect the Japanese Body.50 From
showing odd ticks, shaking, and using extreme facial expression, from sublime to
ridiculous defined the metamorphosis from therapeutic potential to ‘shock’ that became
the Butoh’s signature. As Fraleigh says:
In his lifetime, Hijikat witnessed Japan’s military build-up preceding World War
II and its post-war Westernization. He experienced Japan’s defeat and drastic
changes in political and social values… No area of Japanese life was immune to
the political shifts taking place around the world at this time. In 1968, the year of
Hijikata’s dance Revolt of the Flesh, Japanese youths, like those in America and
Europe, took to the streets in unprecedented numbers. Hijikata’s theatrical
revolution, while not a declared movement, nevertheless resembled the politics of
public protest.51

47

Ibid., 2.
Ibid., 1.
49
Ibid., 2.
50
Ibid., 7.
51
Ibid.
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Figure 1.1 Reclining dancers, (Ashikawa Yoko, Kobayashi Saga, Nimura Momoko,
Yoshino Hiromi), Stroy of storypox, by Onzuka Makoto Courtsy of Onozuka Makoto and
Morishita Takashi Butoh Materials, NPO, and the Research Center for the Arts and Arts
Admistration, Keio University.
Bruce Baird states in his book, “Over-sensationalizing his performances can lead to being
fooled that Hijikata was unique, but rather he was product of his time.”52 Hijikata’s
search for a Japanese identity resulted in aesthetic features of Butoh dance techniques
which will be examined further through his signature works, Forbidden Colors (1959)
and Hijikata Tatsumi and Japanese People: Rebellion of the Body (1966). The Butoh
aesthetic loops historically from Japan to the West and ultimately back to the Japan.53
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There have been attempts to define the form by describing its aesthetic elements,
categorizing major themes, or outlining creative processes or methodologies.54 Nanako
Kurihara, Japanese born award winning producer/director on documentaries, wrote one of
the first in-depth examinations of butoh in the United States.55 Kurihara defined the
dance, in a typical fashion, “contemporary dance form…typically performed in white
makeup, with shaved heads, ragged costumes, slow movements and crouching
postures.”56 She also went on to saying that butoh portrayed dark emotions – suffering,
fear, rage – often by employing violence, shocking actions and mask-like facial
expressions that transformed from one extreme to another.57 Kurihara’s description of the
butoh was a common view when looking at butoh. The aesthetic development of butoh
was in response to the social and political issues of resentment against the western
industrialization in Japan during the post-World War II Japan.
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Kinjaki: Forbidden Colors

Figure 1.2 Man handing chicken to Young Man (close up), “Forbidden Colors Studio
Performance,” by Otsuji Seiji. Courtesy of Otsuji Seiko, Morishita Butoh Materials,
NPO, and the Research Center for the Arts and Arts Administration, Keio University.
Hijikata’s first Butoh piece, Kinjiki: Forbidden Colors, was performed for the
Japanese Dance Association ‘New Face Performance’ in the 1959 in Tokyo. This piece
was based on the homosexual novel titled the same by Mishima Yukio (1951) and
featured a live chicken being squeezed between the legs of a young Yoshito Ohno, son of
Ohno Kazuo.58 The 15-minutes performance was short, but its sexual message and dark
emotions shocked the audience and left many in disgust. Hijikata dressed like a woman
and held a chicken between his legs, dancing as if he were masturbating with it.
Hijikata’s Kinjiki was exclusively masculine with its forbidden theme of homosexuality
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and referred to bestiality as well.59 In the piece, the chicken that was squeezed between
the young Yoshito’s thighs were later sacrificed at the end of the dance. The cruelty, yet
shocking, might have seemed mild at the time symbolically to Hijikata during the period
of post-war defeated Japan. In staging an animal sacrifice, Hijikata wanted to move
towards the dark region of a subconscious life. Hijikata’s intentions from his Kinjiki
seemed clear as he did not seem to seek admiration from the audience but rather to
‘shock’ them. Which he certainly succeeded. Almost all accounts of that evening
included references to horrified people who walked out of the show, and to the collective
sigh of groan when the Young Man smothered the chicken.60 This shock was largely
achieved by breaking the social norm that prevented overt sexuality and violence from
being presented on stage.61 If not a direct result of the atomic bomb, Butoh is
nevertheless a responsive post-war art.
The stage itself is darkened: Yoshito, Ohno’s young son, dances in dim light with
Hijikata, and they mime sexual attraction at points – looking deeply into each
other’s eyes… Hijikata portrays a Man with bell-bottom trousers and a shaved
head, using a black grease on his face and upper body. As the Boy, Yoshito wears
a black scarf around his neck and lemon-colored shorts. They dance in barefoot.
After the boy appears on stage, the man, holding a chicken, enters and runs in a
circle. The boy stiffens, and walks to a narrow illuminated area center stage,
where the mean is waiting in the darkness. Breathing hard, they face each other,
and the man thrusts the chicken into the light… The boy accepts the chicken,
turns his head, and holds it to its chest. Then placing the chicken between his
thighs, he slowly sinks into a squat, squeezing it to death while the man watches
from the darkness. They boy stands in shock, and the audience is outraged. When
they see the chicken lying at the boy’s feet, they gasp.62
Kinjiki has been interpreted in different way: as dark, masochistic, abusive,
homoerotic, ritualistic, sacrificial, strong, quiet, stiff, withheld, and as well as both
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beautiful and ugly.63 There are episodes of slow restrained movement in Kinjiki, slow
continuously morphing movement that is not unknown in Japanese traditional forms such
as Noh Theatre and the aesthetics of Zen mediations. This first choreography, eventually
marked as the Butoh signature.64 On a different note, chicken is most remembered in the
accounts of Kinjiki. The chicken symbolizes and plays its part as an object of hunger,
crosses over categories of food, sexual hunger, and spiritual longing. All this stemmed
from Hijikata’s childhood memories of growing up lonely in a house of empty rooms
after sending off his three brothers off in the Army during the war and with a tyrannical
alcoholic father who beat his mother.65
Baird says that Hijikata was not concerned with just any kind of ignorance and
misery, but specific kinds of ignorance and misery. If ignorance and misery came from
one’s hereditary allotment, then they were no one’s fault. If, on the other hand, they came
from something other than genetic inheritance, then one can begin to ask for causes and
explore ways to avoid them.66 Thus, this goes back to support Baird’s previous claim that
Hijikata was not unique, but rather a product of his own time. Japan losing the World
War II, nuclear bombing, and western industrialization of Japan was not a genetic
inheritance in Hijikata’s eyes. Hijikata once stated that, “Tragedy must be given
precedence over production, if not, it is just too frivolous.”67 Also, he stated that
audiences went to theatre to experience evil and Baird interpreted this statement as
audiences thrived for bloodlust and they became satisfied through sacrifices.
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Hijikata Tatsumi and Japanese People: Revolt of the Body
In 1968, Hijikata choreographed the work that marked the Ankoku Butoh as a
new genre. Hijikata Tatsui to Nihonjin: Nikutai No Hanran, which translates to Rebellion
of the body or Revolt of the Flesh, was the work. This performance signaled Hijikata’s
maturity as a surrealist and his further embrace of the subconscious as his pre-occupation
with personal identity as a native son of Japan from the remote Tohoku region finally
explode.68 At that time, the work of Japanese Surrealists expressed an engulfing sense
that the world was pivoting on death, and that the body, and human itself, were
irreversibly dying away; they viewed their works as a memory traces of something that
had been long lost or suppressed.69
Antonin Artaud’s The Theatre and its Double was translated into Japanese in
1965 and had profound influence on a new generation of Japanese directors and
performers including Hijikata. This is evident in the directly experiential aspects
of his work and the anarchy of Rebellion of the Body…. Hijikata transforms
episodically through several scenes in this concert length work, morphing from
the demonic to the satiric, waving a large strapped-on golden penis, dancing as a
man in a gown, and binding himself with ropes in crucifixion, his sleek and
browned body wrapped in swaths of white cloth. The wildness of his long hair
and beard seem to mock the short pink dress and ankle socks he wears in a
particularly absurd scene.70
It is important to note that through this work, almost a decade after Hijikata’s
Kinjiki, that Hijikata’s Butoh gradually began to be accepted as a new form of dance born
through his memories of childhood poverty and mysticism of Tohoku.71 One of the iconic
images that startles one’s mind when looking at the dance is the photography of Hijikata
with an erect metallic penis strapped to his groin as the only costume. Hijikata’s
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obsession with anatomical mutation manifested itself in this dance. His reinvention of
memory was almost always a female (those of regal girls, exhausted and deformed from
refined nobility to wretchedness by wartime prostitution), rather than male.72 Like the
reactions from the audiences in Kinjiki, people seemed baffled by what they saw,
unprepared for the surrealist tactics of Hijikata and the raw energy of his dance.73

Figure 1.3 Hijikata in T-shirt dress and can can skirt, Hijikata Tatsumi and Japanese
Peole: Rebllion of the Body, by Nakatani Tadao. Courtesy of Nakatani Takashi and
Morishita Takashi Butoh Materials, NPO, and the Research Center for the Arts and Arts
Administration, Keio University.
Hijikata’s Butoh connects to the Japanese traditional arts, especially to those of
early Kabuki of the Edo period (1603-1868), in which social outcasts were believed to
72
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have had special access to white magic and to the world of the dead. Hijikata often spoke
of his desire to create a Tohoku Kabuki, reinstating the raw power of the beginning of
Kabuki rooting back to the folk days.74 Hijikata’s Butoh attempted to recover the base
body, one that had not been robbed of its original form. White face and bodies link to
Japan’s traditional aesthetics.75 While the Kabuki discourse was useful for making Japan
seem nonthreatening and aestheticized in the postwar period the butoh discourse was
provided through the specter of the atomic bomb.76 Kabuki discourse attempted to cover
over evidence of the war and smooth away inconvenient images of the former enemy,
now ally, with recourse to a timeless tradition, the developing butoh and the nuclear
discourse acknowledged destruction, but in a way that erased modernity.77
By the early 1980s, it was during this time that butoh began to be known
internationally and the first butoh dancers, including Ohno, performed in New York.
Candelario argues, “The appearance of butoh provided the impetus for a new discourse
about America’s Japan.”78 Whereas the Kabuki disclosure of delicate white make-up with
elaborate traditional gowns and dresses persuaded the Americans after the World War II
that the Japanese were a refined and highly cultured people, the developing butoh
discourse linked Japan with the cataclysm of the nuclear bomb. Candelario points out an
interesting statement, “I am not suggesting that process of framing the avant-garde as
traditional was intentional.”79 The western audiences on butoh could not understand what
they were seeing because it was foreign, thus the only way to understand it was through
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recourse to tradition. Such descriptions not only divorced performances practices like
butoh from their own modern and radical histories, but also fixed them as essentially
Japanese, and this was ironic because butoh had in its formation a strong critique of what
it meant to be Japanese.80
In these circumstances, butoh provided a convenient label for Eiko & Koma’s
work, setting it in a Japanese performance context rather than an American postmodern
dance context. Even though Eiko & Koma have never called their work butoh, critics and
presenters began using the term more and more to describe them.81 According to
Candelario, at precisely the moment when Eiko & Koma were being incorporated into
American modern and postmodern dance, they were separated out as a Japanese and
‘prehistoric’.82 In the fact of this discourse, Eiko & Koma did tried to intervene to argue
to rid of the labeling as butoh dancers by presenting statements to presenters and
reviewers. However, despite the attempts and messages released over a period of time by
Eiko & Koma, the word “butoh” still frequently comes up in relation to Eiko & Koma,
demonstrating just how influential and enduring the butoh discourse has been.83
It is almost relevant enough to associate butoh as a relic of the past. The larger
discourse surrounding Japanese performance in the United States in the present day
moved on from butoh and the nuclear bomb to the discussed “cool Japan” of anime and
manga.84 Butoh has been unable to rid itself of the nuclear discourse, as evidenced in the
almost mythic repetition of the butoh-bomb association by Hijikata and audience
80
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members alike. Hijikata constantly reminisces and expresses his memories of his
childhood and the post-war impact of Western industrialization and urbanization in Japan
through his works. The world today has far too progressed and changed both politically
and interculturally through integration of societies to build the connection and shock
Hijikata’s Butoh intended to portray to his audiences.
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Figure 1.4 Hijikata, Revolt of the Body by photograph Eikoh Hosoe
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CHAPTER 3
EIKO & KOMA

Figure 2.1 Eiko & Koma’s Photo by Gregory Brazil
Koma once said, “The cultural export business is something that we don’t want to
be mixed up in.”85 In the United States, Eiko & Koma are frequently categorized as
Japanese, whereas in Japan they are considered American. Other than their residency in
Japan during their youth prior to moving across Europe from 1972 to 1975 and finally
into the United States in 1976, they have only performed in Japan only a handful of
times. To complicate things, Eiko & Koma have been singled out for awards that
recognize them as exemplary American artists, a move that reinforces both their status as
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model minorities and American myths and practices of multiculturalism.86 Terms like
“flexible-citizen artists” and “international artist” describe the types of binds in which the
kabuki and butoh discourses put Eiko & Koma.87 It is not about Eiko & Koma having an
internal battle and identity crisis of finding a place to belong. But rather I believe Eiko &
Koma has a clear message of how they want to labeled, as artists who wants to be
engaged on its own terms. Eiko states, “We don’t want the audience to think that our
work is beautiful just because it’s from Japan and they can’t understand it so we put in
extra effort to make it fundamental.”88 However, in order to understand Eiko & Koma
and their claim of not wanting to fall victim to an oriental labeling, we must first try to
understand their history, ideologies, and most importantly the progression of their works
throughout different political and social eras.
Eiko and Koma were both born shortly after the Japanese surrendered to the U.S.
during the World War II in 1945. Eiko was born Eiko Otake in Tokyo, Japan, in 1952
and Koma was born Takashi Koma Yamada in Niigata, Japan, in 1948. Eiko was born to
a middle-class family. She spent number of years with her family in rural central Japan
and its infrastructure and prefecture sparked Eiko’s appreciation for nature. Koma was
born to a poor small family. His parents split when he was still small and his mother
raised him in Niigata. They were both born during the aftermath of the war-torn Japan
shortly after the U.S.’ atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 that resulted
in 129,000 deaths and forcing the Japanese to surrender89. Many cities, including Tokyo,
had to be rebuilt from the U.S. firebombing and attacks. Even after the war ended its
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presence still lingered from the visible evidence of thousands of wounded veterans,
destroyed infrastructures, and the occupation of U.S. military forces.90 Eiko and Koma
both witnessed the impacts of the Korean War in 1950 and Vietnam War in 1955 as the
U.S. military bases in Japan served as their supply stations.91 Eiko and Koma spent most
of their childhood years surrounded by the horrors of war.
During the period between the mid-1950s to the early-1970s, Japan experienced
an industrial, economic, and urban change.92 Many Japanese struggled to cope and adjust
to this sudden change. As an effect, many Japanese artists attempted to reconnect and
reorganize ‘tradition’ back to their society and culture.93 Eiko and Koma, like many
young people in Japan back then, challenged industrial, economic, and urban change in
Japan by joining student protest movement against their government that swept most of
Japan during the 1960s. During their college years Eiko commented that they were, “Too
busy with anti-government and anti-Vietnam War demonstrations to pursue art
seriously.”94
One point of particular note is that Eiko and Koma both studied law and political
science at their universities respectively, not dance or theatre. In 1968, Koma attended
Waseda University majoring in law and political science and Eiko attended Chuo
University also majoring in law and political science. 95 The impact of the wars that
occurred during their childhood may have influenced their decisions to study political
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science. Perhaps Eiko and Koma were both trying to understand the causes of the wars.
However, after few years, they both dropped out of their universities. Eiko and Koma
were extremely exhausted from the constant political discussions and fighting.96 Eiko
reminisced about such memory in an interview with Zachary Whittenburg during the
Time Out Chicago in 2011:
“In the ’60s. Young people. We were so serious. Too serious… Anyway, we gave
up. No, didn’t give up, but we needed some kind of break. Dancing as an art
idiom was the easiest, meaning to get involved in theater you need so many
people: a playwright, someone to direct. But in dance, you just need your body.
It’s very simple. It’s not true, of course. That was very naive thinking.” 97
As the student movement increasingly became violent in 1971, both Eiko and
Koma both began to feel the opposition to dogma and to seek different outlets for their
oppositional beliefs. Eiko explained their transition.
“While numerous political theorists – none standing out any more than the others
– presented us with logic, idealism, and tactical thinking, somehow these things
led us to despair. By contrast, [artists such as filmmaker Oshima Nagisa,
playwright/theatre director Kara Juro, artist Kudo Testumi, and designer/artist
Yokoo Tadanori, as well as European filmmakers such as Jean-Luc Godard and
Federico Fellini] showed us how they built their lives upon their confusion and
frustration. In their works, we sensed that the means and the end are inseparable,
that being revolutionary means being radical, and that the body is our vessel and
foundation for exploration, experimentation, and expression. 98
For both Eiko and Koma, their transition from protests to dance was not about
abandoning their political beliefs but instead trying to find a different approach to express
and to practice them. They believed that dance was the easy way they could express their
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voice in the chaotic circumstances of the late 1960s and early 1970s.99 For both Eiko and
Koma, their withdrawal from the student movements can be seen as their opposition to
dogmatism and violence.100 In their present work, the joint theme of struggle and
interpersonal violence can be seen throughout their body movements in a series of
repeating cycles of violence, pain, remorse, mourning, and new beginning.101 Eiko
described her memory of being inside the dance studio as a haven from the chaotic
demonstrations on school campuses and in the streets that characterized Japan during that
time. 102
When I was young- like everybody when young- I wanted to change the world,
you know? First I tried to be like Che Guevara. Then I tried to be like John
Lennon. Then I wanted to do theatre, so I tried to be like Jerzy Grotowski. But
finally I arrived at dance.103
As Eiko and Koma both made their transition from activists to artists, they
inserted themselves into the scene of then thriving Tokyo’s avant-garde art scene in the
late 1960s and early 1970s.104 This area was home to underground theatres. It was in
Tokyo that Eiko and Koma first encountered performances by Tatsumi Hijikata’s
dancers. Dance and performance at that time was an integral part of the Tokyo’s avantgarde art scene, significantly through the works of Hijikata’s Ankoku Butoh.105 A few
years later, Eiko and Koma met Tatsumi Hijikata at his Tokyo studio in 1971. In Joan
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Rothfuss and Suzanne Carbonnea’s, Eiko & Koma: Time is not Even, Space is not Empty,
Carbonneau explained Eiko and Koma’s first encounter with Tatsumi Hijikata.106
“Stumbling across a Butoh performance by Tatsumi Hijikata’s dance company, a
sensation in the Tokyo artistic underground, Eiko was astounded, especially by
the woman who allowed themselves to look “Strange and even ugly.” Unable to
shake this image, she decided to investigate Hijikata’s classes. It was here that
Eiko met Koma, a fellow refugee from the student movement who had arrived
three months previously. At Hijikata’s workshop, they decided to team as
partners.” 107
Despite all their similarities, Eiko and Koma did not meet each other until their
encounter with Hijikata in 1971. When Eiko arrived, Koma had already been studying at
Hijikata’s for three months. They started working together after they were assigned to a
dance called ‘adagio’ at a cabaret.108 Neither Eiko nor Koma received serious dance
training as they were growing up so they had to learn the performances on the fly. Eiko
and Koma studied Hijikata’s Ankoku Butoh for about a year from 1970 to 1971.
Hijikata’s students did a communal living at the studio. Their typical system was a 24hour engagement. Students took Hijitaka’s classes during the day. At night, they
performed in cabarets, and sometimes in small theaters, to make money for the studio.
Eiko and Koma had no problem following Hijikata’s rule; however, they desired to work
together and create their own ideas by pursuing new projects. 109
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Shortly after leaving Hijikata’s studio, Eiko and Koma began living together and
working in cabarets under the name of ‘Night Shockers’.110 They started making their
artistic work as ‘Eiko & Koma’.111 Eiko & Koma wanted to save money in order to travel
abroad and leave Japan. Also, during this time Eiko & Koma met Kazuo Ohno and began
to study with him. While working in cabarets, Eiko & Koma took improvisation classes
with Kazuo Ohno twice a week. Whereas the atmosphere under Hijikata was highly
controlled, strictly being told on what to do and to not do on stage, Ohno never told his
students on what to do and how to dance. Ohno often claimed that he had nothing to
teach his students but rather lead discussion by talking about artistic and metaphorical
concepts he had seen through performances from other artists and dancers.112 In an
article entitled “A manifesto for moving: Eiko and Koma’s Delicious Movement
workshop” by Rosemary Candelario, Candelario describes Eiko & Koma’s respect for
Ohno both as a friend and a teacher. After their time with Ankoku Butoh for about a
year, they decided to leave Japan with the funding they have raised.
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Figure 2.2 Eiko & Koma with Kazuo Ohno after a performance in Tokyo. Photo
Courtesy of Eiko & Koma.
In 1972, Eiko & Koma boarded a ship to Serbia and a train to Moscow and finally
a plane to Europe arriving in Munich, Germany.113 The following year, they moved to
Hanover, Germany to study with Manja Chimiel, who was a disciple and longest assistant
of Mary Wigman. During that time Eiko & Koma were exposed to Mary Wigman’s
German Expression dance. Ending up in Germay was not random but rather their choice
as Koma pointed out a long history of artistic exchange between Japan and Germany, a
link between their teacher Ohno and Wigman’s modern dance style.114 Eiko & Koma
performed at the Cologne Choreographers’ Competition in Germany, for which Manja
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Chimel submitted their application. Judges led by Kurt Jooss chose Eiko & Koma’s 10minute piece White Dance as one of three winners to be performed in the Cologne Opera
House for the general public.115
Eiko & Koma’s journey in the United States started with their first work White
Dance in 1976. Their works include, but are not limited to, projects like gallery
installations work in Whitney Museum of American Art Breath in 1998, Naked in 2010
at Walker Art Center, and continuing. Their film work for Alive from Off Center in 1989
was presented at the Dance on Camera Festival at Lincoln Center in 2001. Eiko & Koma
are well known for their outdoor works and some of their title main outdoor works
include: River (1995), The Caravan Project (1999), Offering (2002), Tree Song (2004),
Cambodian Stories Revisited (2007) and Water (2011).
Eiko & Koma also collaborated with many other artists throughout their career:
Land (1991) with a Native American musician Robert Mirabal and a painter Sandra
Lerner, Wind (1993) with a singer and songwriter Chanticleer, River (1997) with Kronos
Quartet and composer Somei Satoh, When Nights Were Dark (2000) with Joseph
Jennings and a Praise Choir, Be with (2001) with a dancer Anna Halprin and a cellist
Joan Jeanrenaud, Offering (2002-03) with David Kraukauer and Lakshmi Aysola,
Mourning (2007) with pianist Margaret Leng Tan, and Hunger (2008) with Charian and
Peace, from Cambodian Stories. 116
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White Dance
The movements in the White Dance was not set, although Eiko & Koma did have
a loose score of movements to draw from and an order of the movements both Eiko &
Koma agreed upon in advance.117 The events combined moves they had learned from
their teachers – Hijikata, Ohno, and others – with such bizarre actions as cutting their
hair, throwing raw eggs, cooking fish, dragging a bundle of carrots across the stage, and
painting their bodies with dough.118 Koma commented on this performance that they
were trying to do something strange.119 Despite Koma’s dismissal, they were in fact
clearing doing something radical and shocking, and even profound, with their bodies
similar to Hijikata’s Kinjiki in 1959. This performance echoed the way Hijikata’s radical
dances read to multiple audiences, both high art and bawdy at the same time.120 In
Europe, there was an added layer of orientalism impacting the reception of their work, in
the sense that ‘oriental’ read as a high culture. Eiko conceded in her interview with
Rosemary Candelario in 2008 that,
The fact we grew up in postwar Japan remains significant and essential in the
ways we think and work, more so than the fact we studied and worked in
Germany briefly. You know, sometimes you are reminded of what you have
absorbed early on when you are away from where you grew up. But we were not
cultural exports and we didn’t play for exoticism. I think we are careful not to.121
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Figure 2.3 Eiko & Koma’s U.S debut choreography White Dance in 1976. Photo By
Walker Art Center
In negotiating their cultural and national differences through dance during the
1970s through their dance Eiko & Koma found themselves having to work with and
against being received as the Other, no matter where they were.122 In any case, their
singularity as Japanese dancers in Germany and their movement styles rarely seen outside
Japan in the early 1970s helped them stand out to audiences and mentors alike.123
Accordingly, in 1972 Eiko & Koma moved to Amsterdam, Netherlands in pursuit of
learning about various modern dance. From 1972 to 1973, Eiko & Koma performed
various versions of the White Dance in festivals and venues while they traveled to
Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland and Tunisia.
At first Eiko & Koma were hesitant to come to the United States as they were
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against the United States’ involvement in the Vietnam War. However, when they arrived
in the United States in April 1976 to premiere White Dance, the war has already been
ended in 1975. The dance that Eiko & Koma prepared to premiere in the United States
shared the same title with their European performances; however, Eiko & Koma
considered their 1976 White Dance that premiered in the United States as their first set
choreography.124 They felt that a high-profile venue like the Japan Society in the United
States called for a “a little more choreographic effort,” which included deciding on
music, costumes and program notes.125 This decision can also be seen as their first step
into incorporating their dance into the American dance theatre. Premiering five years
after meeting each other at Asbestos Hall in Japan 1971, White Dance was Eiko &
Koma’s culmination of their first period of movement and life research.126 Also, Eiko &
Koma’s arrival in the United States was also a major turning point in their work.
The elimination of the National Origins Quota in 1965 in the United States
changed U.S. immigration patterns and opened U.S. borders to an influx of Asian
immigrants who met preferences for college-educated, white collar professionals.127
These new immigrants, along with Japanese Americans rebuilding their lives after the
World War II, formed the backbone stereotype of the model-minority stereotype.128
White Dance reflects the style that characterized the experimental dances they performed
in Europe while introducing new choreographic elements. The dance also represents their
efforts to connect with an entirely new audience whose context for what they were seeing
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was different than that of audiences in Japan or Europe.129 At that time there was a strong
division between “ethnic dance” and “modern dance”; as Japanese people performing
avant-garde dance, Eiko & Koma were perceived as a rarity.130 In a sense, Eiko & Koma
entering the United States could be viewed as being pioneers. Eiko & Koma signaled
their desire to acknowledge the ongoing violence and absurdity of life at the end of the
Vietnam War through their dance. Which these absurdity and opposition are both evident
in White Dance’s opening scene.
Eiko slumped forward in a printed casual kimono center stage, and strikes a
flouncy pose upstage left. No one moves for a what seems an eternity, and then
Koma begins to carefully pick his way around and across the stage, stepping
lightly on his toes and occasionally flicking his foot back with a flourish to reveal
his bare buttocks through slit in the back of his bright red short Kimono, worn
backwards. Satisfied with his trip around the stage, he exits purposefully, having
never acknowledged Eiko’s presence.131
In Kaneko Mitsuharu’s “Opposition”, Japanese poet and painter (1895-1975), the
poet lists all the things to which he is opposed. “I’m against any government anywhere /
And show my bum to authors’ and artists’ circles,” he writes.132 Koma’s reveal of his
bare bottom in White Dance recalls the poet’s desire to challenge very element in society.
This behavior is furthered in publicity materials and programs for the dance.133 This
showing of Koma’s bottom resonates with Eiko & Koma’s days as student activists.
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9 Different Rivers
For a program for the American Dance Festival in 2011, Eiko & Koma created
the River in 1995 in a small stream at the Catskill Mountains in New York collaborating
with a naturalist and sculpture Judd Weisburg.134 Koma’s body was shown in a quiet
river. The wooden structure made of tree branches standing upright near him was
fluttering in the wind. Shortly afterwards the branches fell into the river from Koma’s
movements. The bodies of Eiko & Koma moved slowly in the water. They felt heavy and
slow, but their movements did not spoil the natural landscape, as if their bodies had been
a part of nature for a long time. They were naturally in the frame. This was because they
were moving forward slowly, keeping in pace with the speed of the wind and water, as if
they were branches which had stayed by the riverside for many years. Their movements
were smooth, not rough and provocative. They danced at a slow and heavy pace in the
water. Japanese traditional music filled the air. In a modest, loose white dress, the pale
face of Eiko with kabuki makeup shined exceptionally white reflected by the light in the
dark river. With her sad and distressed-looking expression on the verge of tears, her
slender body danced slowly by the river so that she and the river gradually became one.
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Figure 2.4 River Photo by Tom Brazil
What Eiko & Koma do in River is very different from water ballet. Neither do
Eiko & Koma perform specifically human activities in the water, such as swimming,
fishing, or boating. Nor do their movements attempt to imitate or resemble a fish,
waterfowl, or other specific riverine creatures.135 Instead, they move with the water as a
partner in sort of contact improvisation in which the two or more entities meet at a point
or points of contact.
To strengthen their relationship to each body of water and to share their concern
for the rivers they danced with, Eiko & Koma connected with community
ecologists and environmentalists at many performing locations… River and the
choreography of dancing-with so clearly evident in the work were both strongly
influenced by these long-term relationships with the Catskills and with people
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who cared deeply about the local waterways… it nonetheless added another layer
of meaning to River. 136
When I first experienced ‘River’, this piece was performed in a pond at Sarah P.
Duke Gardens in 2011 at the Duke University in Durham. Duke Gardens was located at
the heart of the Duke University in Durham, North Carolina. After the River’s initial
premiere in 1995 at the Delaware River (Eddyside Park) in Easton, Pennsylvania137, this
performance has been recreated and performed in many other rivers and in the
proscenium theater as well in 1997 – the score was performed live by the San Franciscobased Kronos Quartet at the BAM Next Wave festival, the Williams Center for the Arts
at Lafayette College, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts in San Francisco, the JACCC in
Los Angeles, and in Buenos Aires. Somei Satoh and the Kronos Quartet received a 1998
Bessie for their collaboration. River was performed at the 2011 American Dance Festival
to commemorate a farewell to then American Dance Festival Director Charles L.
Reinhart. He was an old friend of both Eiko & Koma and was then the art director of
American Dance Festival for the past 43 years since 1968 until his retirement in 2011. As
seen in an interview with Eiko and Koma, “River” is Reinhart’s favorite work. Also, it
was Eiko & Koma’s 18th summer in the Dance Festival and third time to perform “River”
there. This can show us the close relationship they had built with each other throughout
the long years of working together.
River was Eiko & Koma’s third environmental triptych, after Land (1991)
and Wind (1993). In which cases the directionality was a function of the site and
performance, often in the west as “downstream.” The journey downstream suggested the
136
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passage of life and time.138 Their performance is made not in the proscenium theater but
in the open space. As it is not a form that classifies or clearly divides the front and the
back of a dance performance, but a form that the audience can see the dancers’
movements in every direction and it creates a sense of closeness with audiences than in
the form of a proscenium theater. Eiko & Koma’s performance of River in different
bodies of water reinforces the idea of a continuously running river that connects its
makers and audiences across time and space.139 Eiko & Koma draws on the metaphor of
the “river of time” by projecting a screen dance of themselves recorded more than a
decade before live performances, suggesting that time is not only a chronological flow
from past to future, but is the now.140 This metaphor also draws on the progression their
ideology and maturity from their past White Dance to their present River. The transition
of time is evident from Koma’s ‘wanting to do something strange’ in the White Dance
with profound and radical movements to Eiko & Koma’s suggestion that ‘the community
established by the river must do its part to take care of the water’ in the River. Just as the
metaphor implies, Eiko & Koma were no longer in the same place in the ‘river’ they were
back in 1972.
One of Eiko & Koma’s choreographic uniqueness was the spatiality of their
performance; they called it an outdoor work. They placed their two dancing bodies into
the natural environment and then provided an access to the audience to envision their
own respective ‘river’. What made Eiko & Koma’s performance such an important
intervention into the nature discourse of using natural environment was the way the
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choreography decentered anthropocentric logic. In an interface, one constituent did not
dominate the others, but all come together in a relationship.141 Eiko & Koma’s earlier
works influenced more about nature but later ‘space’ was extended as a diverse
environmental space to streets, library, museum and train stations. There is a connection
between internal space and external space in choreographic methods and its working
processes. It was not only about seeing water as just an object but Eiko & Koma
delivered water into the dancing body, thereby making a metaphorical space in the
dancing body by the ‘internal’ water was being played by the ‘external’ body. This
imaginary connection described what Eiko & Koma wanted to represent in their subject
by external space and also by stimulating its internal space.
In a 2011 interview with Eiko & Koma by the performing arts curator Philip
Bither, Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Eiko & Koma stated, “Any river
has an upstream and a downstream… like people, it’s a one direction and we cannot go
back… Large canvas painter can create their own drawings but there was always what
we can create and what we cannot re-create. We happened to be Japanese, I did not
choose to become a Japanese. I happened to be female but I did not choose to become a
female. Those are not my creation…. so much is set up already. We did not free
determine being in an environment.”142 Eiko & Koma evoked humanity’s origins
connecting them to the nature and time that human beings were simply the nature’s
byproduct at a specific given time.
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The projecting of their naked dance on white canvas between wooden structures,
which has been performed ten years ago, conceived river as the past and their bodies as
representing the present and future. Thus, this also can be interpreted as Eiko & Koma
not wanting to be viewed as the same dancers who performed the White Dance in
Germany in the 1972. From throwing bags of potatoes across the stage and Koma
vibrantly showing his buttocks through the slit of his clothing, Eiko & Koma’s dancing
bodies did not want to stay in the past and they were ready to move on. Irene Oppenheim,
a correspondent for a dance magazine and a dance and theater critic for the Bay
Guardian,143 mentioned her first meeting with Eiko & Koma in an article, “When We
First Came to America, San Francisco was Where We Landed”, that their English was
very limited and difficult to communicate. Oppenheim felt that seeing Eiko & Koma’s
work was the only way to understand what they did and who they are.
When Candelario was doing her research in Japan in 2008, she asked some
Japanese people on their opinion about Eiko & Koma she received similar responses that,
“Eiko & Koma are really American.”144 On the other hand, Eiko & Koma’s significance
in American dance history and their ongoing role in American concert dance is often
elided by a popular opinion that persistently categorizes them as Asian.145 The invisibility
of orientalism in American modern and postmodern dance history poses a problem for
Asian American choreographers. While white western choreographers can mask
appropriation through accounts of inspiration, Asian American performance aesthetics
are stereotyped as attempts to fuse or blend incompatible eastern and western
143
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sensibilities.146 The fact that American modern and postmodern dance are already Asian
American is denied, which leads to an orientalist reading of Asian American
choreography as reflection of deeply rooted, biological, racial truths.147 Eiko & Koma
asked presenters, audiences, and dance critics alike around the United States to engage in
their work on its own terms, not through ideas of what it meant to be Asian or Japanese,
whether those ideas came from a specific word, like butoh, or from more generalized
orientalist concepts of what the work is or does. 148
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CHAPTER 4
ASIAN-AMERICAN DANCE AND EIKO
Asian American dance is a critical frame of engagement between dance studies
and Asian American studies – two interdisciplinary field concerned with the materiality
of the body.149
Both legal and social questions of race, immigration history, and citizenship and
the discursive parameters of cultural belonging raised by Asian American critique
broaden analyses of dance, while attention to movement vocabularies,
choreographic structure, and performance conventions pushes Asian American
studies to attend to the significance of aesthetics in Asian American cultural
production.150
The intersection of race and citizenship shaped the way Asian American dance artists
must navigate expectation of what their work should look like or what its functions
should be. According to Yutian Wong, there are built stereotypes rooted in the 19th
century about the corrupt nature of the oriental as incompatible with American political
and social life and there are Cold War stereotypes in the mid-20th century of Asian
Americans as politically passive and imaginatively lacking, the place of Asian Americans
within American creative life remained uncertain.151 Thus, the belief is that Asian
Americans are not artistically inclined continues to circulate in the American culture
today.
The literature on Asian American dance has grown over the last decade to
represent a wide range of genres and disciplinary approaches to studying Asian American
dance.152 Arthur Dong’s award-winning documentary Forbidden City in the 1989 is one
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of the earliest studies of dance situated within an Asian American historical context. The
film focused on the lives of Asian American dancers and singers working on the Chop
Suey Circuits in the late 1930s at restaurants and nightclubs in San Francisco and New
York’s Chinatown featuring Chinese entertainers performing for the white audiences.
SanSan Kwan observed that the circuit was one of the few employment opportunities
available to Asian American performers.153

Figure 3.1 Tony Wing and unidentified dancing partner at the Kubla Khan in the 1940s.
Photo: Forbidden City: The Golden Age of Chinese Nightclubs

Asian-Americans in the United States
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In this chapter, I will provide integration and perception of Asian American dance
in the United States based on both political and social views mainly through the studies
from Yutian Wong and SanSan Kwan. This chapter will also cover Eiko recent working
process idea of space from her solo project (2010-present) and my interview with Eiko.
In this chapter, I also analyze and research Eiko & Koma’s working with space in their
choreography and dance. My experience from Eiko was abstracted from understanding
the meaning of space from Eiko & Koma and from the meaning of space in body that was
replaced and reconstructed to another space.
The question of national belonging has been a key issue in Asian American
studies in terms of construction of Asian Americans as “perpetual foreigners” through
exclusionary U.S. immigration laws.154 According to Wong, for Asian Americans,
citizenship and cultural belonging in the United States has never been guaranteed.155 By
contextualizing Asian American history and emphasizing self-reliance and political
silence, the myth of the model minority was used to prove that racial equality could be
achieved without changing the racial hierarchy in American society.156 The conflicting
narratives of assimilation and exoticism within the model-minority stereotype set up an
interesting set of problems for the study of Asian American performances. Asian
American political activism is generally ignored since the model-minority stereotype
perpetuates the notion that Asian Americans have nothing to complain about.157 The
internment of Japanese Americans citizens during World War II presents as an evidence
that Asian people, Japanese Americans in this case, are not prone to political protests
154
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even if they are mistreated. Like the model-minority discourse, the nuclear discourse let
to Japanese performers being singled out by presenters in Japan seasons and festivals.158
These new Japan-oriented titles and seasons emphasized difference, a categorization that
also conveniently supported ascendant multicultural of that time.
Before Eiko & Koma first arrived in New York in 1976, there was already a long
history of contemporary dance by Asians in America as well as a more recent history of
Japanese avant-garde performances at LaMaMa E.T.C., a well-known downtown
Manhattan venue for experimental and radical performances.159 In fact, venues like
LaMaMA provided a frame for understanding avant-garde Japanese theatre and provided
an impetus for other venues to eventually expand their own programming to include new
and avant-garde works that could challenge audiences. Eiko & Koma’s performances at
noted downtown venues like the LaMaMa contextualized them in the American avantgarde performance scene, even if the Japanese and European frames of references to their
work were not well understood by the audiences.160 During Eiko & Koma’s first tour in
1976 and in the following year when they moved to the United States, they were billed as
“Japanese avant-garde dancers,” and their work was called “avant-garde dance in the
Japanese manner.”161 Rather than understanding this as a meaning coming from the
specificity of the avant-garde in Japan, however, it was generally interpreted in reviews
as two separate, and conflicting, categories. Their national identifier of being Japanese
was taken by many critics to mean ‘Oriental’ and that anything associated to foreign was
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then labeled as a ‘Traditional’.162 Eiko & Koma were not traditional dancers. Also,
whereas white American dancers were credited with originality for their avant-garde
pieces, Eiko & Koma’s own original works, in the eye of presenters and critics of the
time, slipped easily from avant-garde into simply Japanese.
By the early 1980s, Eiko & Koma eventually began to receive their first important
commissions and grants from American agencies and organizations, including the
American Dance Festival, the Walker Art Center, BAM First Wave, and the National
Endowment for the Arts.163 In his book Asian/American: Historical Crossings of a Racial
Frontier, David Palumbo-Liu argues that the borders between Asian and Americans are
continually being redefined and renegotiated. Palmbo-Liu points out an interesting topic
that the need to distinguish between them arises precisely when the possibility exists that
they might merge.164 In addition to his legal, political, and economic analysis, PalumboLiu is interested in the ways that culture participates in constructing the Asian American
body, psyche, and space. While his attention is largely focused on literature, we can
consider the ways performance participates in this process.165
Kazuo Ohno’s 1980 international debut at the Nancy International Theatre
Festival produced widespread buzz about the “new” modern dance from Japan, which
was first seen in the United States the following year at the LaMaMA E.T.C.166 Reviews
of Ohno’s first US performance noted Eiko & Koma’s relationship to him; as established
figures in the city, it was Eiko & Koma who could provide a frame for Ohno for New
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York audiences. Until mid-1984, the kabuki discourse dominated reviews of Ohno and
even Eiko & Koma. Even though the critics called the artists avant-garde, they persisted
in comparing the performers to kabuki.
Asian American dance is a framework for understanding the diverse movement
practices and aesthetic concerns in which Asian Americans engage as choreographers and
performers. Asian American dance also asks us to think about relationship between space
and place in terms of bodily belonging.167 One of Eiko & Koma’s choreographic
uniqueness was the spatiality of their performance; they called it an outdoor work. They
placed their two dancing bodies into the natural environment and then provided an access
to the audience to envision their own respective ‘river’. What made Eiko & Koma’s
performance such an important intervention into the nature discourse of using natural
environment was the way the choreography decentered anthropocentric logic. In an
interface, one constituent did not dominate the others, but all come together in a
relationship.168 Eiko & Koma’s earlier works influenced more about nature but later
‘space’ was extended as a diverse environmental space to streets, library, museum and
train stations. There is a connection between internal space and external space in
choreographic methods and its working processes. It was not only about seeing water as
just an object but Eiko & Koma delivered water into the dancing body, thereby making a
metaphorical space in the dancing body by the ‘internal’ water was being played by the
‘external’ body. This imaginary connection described what Eiko & Koma wanted to
represent in their subject by external space and by stimulating its internal space.
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In a 2011 interview with Eiko & Koma by the performing arts curator Philip
Bither, Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Eiko & Koma stated, “Any river
has an upstream and a downstream… like people, it’s a one direction and we cannot go
back… Large canvas painter can create their own drawings but there was always what
we can create and what we cannot re-create. We happened to be Japanese, I did not
choose to become a Japanese. I happened to be female but I did not choose to become a
female. Those are not my creation…. so much is set up already. We did not free
determine being in an environment.”169 Eiko & Koma evoked humanity’s origins
connecting them to the nature and time that human beings were simply the nature’s
byproduct at a specific given time.
The projecting of their naked dance on white canvas between wooden structures,
which has been performed ten years ago, conceived river as the past and their bodies as
representing the present and future. Thus, this also can be interpreted as Eiko & Koma
not wanting to be viewed as the same dancers who performed the White Dance in
Germany in the 1972. From throwing bags of potatoes across the stage and Koma
vibrantly showing his buttocks through the slit of his clothing, Eiko & Koma’s dancing
bodies did not want to stay in the past and they were ready to move on. Irene Oppenheim,
a correspondent for a dance magazine and a dance and theater critic for the Bay
Guardian,170 mentioned her first meeting with Eiko & Koma in an article, “When We
First Came to America, San Francisco was Where We Landed”, that their English was
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very limited and difficult to communicate. Oppenheim felt that seeing Eiko & Koma’s
work was the only way to understand what they did and who they are.

A Body in Place
In 2014, Eiko commenced her solo project, A Body in Place, through which she
has been creating works that aim to explore the relationship of a fragile human body and
the myriad intrinsic traits that are contained by a specific place. While her work with
Koma created and used the drama of a duo, performing alone, her partner became the
idiosyncratic elements of the places she occupies and those who watch.171 In an interview
about the process on the how has it been asked about working on her own without Koma,
Eiko replied,
I have worked with Koma since 1972. After completing an intense three-year
retrospective project (2009-2012) and “living” installation at MoMA in 2013, I
began looking for new ways to work and collaborate with others, which includes
Two Women and my first solo project, A Body in Places. In the fall I will perform
four three-hour solos in Philadelphia’s main train station as A Body in a Station,
presented by the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. In preparation, I
observed that many people at the Amtrak 30th Street station are alone, so I had
the idea of doing this project alone as a durational performance. But I had no idea
how to make a solo event. In Eiko & Koma’s work, I have created and performed
many solo sections but audiences see these solos in the context of Koma’s exit
from and expected re-entry to a stage. So the solo in a duet remains a duet with
invisible Koma.172
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Figure 3.2 A Body in a Station is Eiko's first solo performance with which her larger
project A Body in Places started in 2014.

Starting with A Body in a Station, in October 2014, Eiko took her exploration to
Philadelphia's 30th Street Amtrak Station. Created with the support of the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts (PAFA), she performed four consecutive Fridays, for three
hours each.
The project also took her to Fukushima, in response to the Fukushima Nuclear
Disaster. Traveling with photographer William Johnston, photographer and Wesleyan
University Professor of Japanese history, she danced in the desolate, irradiated
landscapes, communing with the grief and dark beauty of these abandoned towns,
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beaches, train stations, and roads.173 Their collaboration led to the work, A Body in
Fukushima in 2014 and the resulting photo exhibitions served as the conduit through
which her performances in Fukushima were connected to an audience occupying a
different plane of time and space, highlighting the collapsed distance between the disaster
and subsequent considerations to be made.174

Figure 3.3 Eiko Otake, Eiko in Fukushima, Sakamoto, 17 Janurary 2014, No. 210, Photo
by William Johnston
However, contrary to the ‘shock’ that Hijikata’s butoh imposed on the audiences
the dropping of the nuclear bomb and its aftermath effects on Japan, Eiko attempted to
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create a connection through by placing her body within the stations, Eiko sought to
remember the people and day-to-day lives that passed through before the disaster.
In my November 2017 personal interview with Eiko on this project, she replied,
“Even though my promise to being the Fukushima with me I don’t think people saw
Fukushima there. Because there wasn’t that connection, I didn’t have the video box
where I wanted. So basically, they just saw a strange Asian person. Beyond that I don’t
have no control what they see, so I am going see they saw.” This is quite interesting,
because unlike A Body in a Station where her performance and her surroundings were
witnessed through the different eyes of the very audience, the eyes of the audience in A
Body in Fukushima were handicapped as their visions was limited through what the video
box wanted them to see.
The perception then comes into question on what her audience saw, Eiko implies
that they probably just saw a strange Asian person. When I asked her about her thoughts
on the perceptions of the audience on her work, she replied, “I don’t know what people
think because I don’t interview people, but I kind of feel it. It is not my job to think about
what they think… So basically, I’m thinking of it this way, it is better that this is
happening than not happening. I have absolutely no defense, except it’s a better society
that this allowed to happen than not allowed to happen.” This reply implies that there is
no significant message she wants to deliver to her audience on what she wants them to
feel about her work but rather for her works to be perceived and seen through its own
terms. When questioned further on what she thought about people’s perception on her
work, Eiko replied, “You have to ask yourself when asking about Asian dance and Asian
bodies perceptions. It is very easy to generalize, and what does it do to you? What if your
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conclusion after a long time you realize there is a perception change? So, what?... As a
performer, I do not have a control on people’s perception.” Eiko
When Candelario was doing her research in Japan in 2008, she asked some
Japanese people on their opinion about Eiko & Koma she received similar responses that,
“Eiko & Koma are really American.”175 On the other hand, Eiko & Koma’s significance
in American dance history and their ongoing role in American concert dance is often
elided by a popular opinion that persistently categorizes them as Asian.176 The invisibility
of orientalism in American modern and postmodern dance history poses a problem for
Asian American choreographers. While white western choreographers can mask
appropriation through accounts of inspiration, Asian American performance aesthetics
are stereotyped as attempts to fuse or blend incompatible eastern and western
sensibilities.177 The fact that American modern and postmodern dance are already Asian
American is denied, which leads to an orientalist reading of Asian American
choreography as reflection of deeply rooted, biological, racial truths.178 Eiko & Koma
asked presenters, audiences, and dance critics alike around the United States to engage in
their work on its own terms, not through ideas of what it meant to be Asian or Japanese,
whether those ideas came from a specific word, like butoh, or from more generalized
orientalist concepts of what the work is or does.179
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CONCLUSION
Asian American dance cannot be fully understood without understanding the
engagement between both dance studies and Asian American studies. When first
considering the historical aspects of the Asian Americans in the United States, the
political stereotypes built in the 19th and the mid-20th century of Asians being
incompatible with American political and social life continues to linger in the American
culture today, based on Yutian Wong’s studies. I believe it is not about racism, but rather
it’s a question of national belonging on where the Asian Americans would fit in based on
stereotypes. During Eiko & Koma’s first tour in the United States in 1976, the audience
did not see through Eiko & Koma’s original works, whereas their works simply slipped
from avant-garde to Japanese. The national identity of being Japanese eluded their works
as oriental to traditional and evidently marking it as Japanese. The pattern of simply
labeling something as foreign on what the audience cannot grasp or comprehend into
what they saw solely on the outside seemed prevalent back in the days.
The butoh dance is a relic in the past, whereas the current American society has
long moved on from the nuclear discourse that ended the World War II more than six
decades ago. Butoh has been unable to rid itself of the nuclear discourse, as evidenced in
the almost mythic repetition of the butoh-bomb association by Hijikata and audience
members alike. Hijikata constantly reminisces and expresses his memories of his
childhood and the post-war impact of Western industrialization and urbanization in Japan
through his works. The world today has far too progressed and changed both politically
and interculturally through integration of societies to build the connection and shock
Hijikata’s butoh intended to portray to his audiences. However, it would be wrong to say
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that butoh doesn’t have a place in our society today. When butoh was first introduced, the
audiences were first intrigued by the avant-garde visualization that their eyes weren’t
used to at the time. However, calling butoh an avant-garde dance now would be
irrelevant. Butoh still draws attentions from many audiences alike from different
backgrounds even today.
It might have seemed convenient to label Eiko & Koma as butoh dancers rather
than as American postmodern dancers from 1970s to 1980s in the United States. This
labeling was due to idea of butoh being still relatively new and fresh to the American
dance public at the time. However, Eiko & Koma doesn’t want to be identified as butoh
dancers or as ‘traditional’ Japanese dancers. Although they have briefly studied under
Hijikata and Ohno while they were in Japan, Eiko & Koma claims they never associated
themselves with the forms after they left Japan. Accordingly, they want to identify
themselves as Asian Americans, where they claim the term butoh doesn’t have any
historical meaning in English terms to the general American audience. However, Eiko
does accept who she already is and what she cannot change, in this case being of a
Japanese decent and a female. This can be witnessed as one can clearly see the traditional
kabuki make-up and Japanese garments that Eiko & Koma wears in their projects in the
United States. But, Eiko doesn’t want this to blindside her works simply as Asian before
being perceived on the merits of her performances. As I have mentioned in chapter 2,
butoh, it is not about Eiko & Koma having an identity crisis of being either Japanese or
American but rather finding a place to belong in the United States as Asian American
artists.
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This research is important because there is a long pervasive and ongoing
orientalism in and of American modern and postmodern dance that impacts the reading of
Asian choreography and Asian dancing bodies. It might seem impossible to impose a
total new perception on the public of Asian American dances by ridding of the ongoing
orientalism. However, there needs to be a call to raise an awareness of this ongoing issue
to further promote more researches on this topic. As I have mentioned in the previous
chapters, there aren’t much researches done on Asian American dances other than
primarily through the studies of scholars like Yutian Wong, SanSan Kwan, and Priya
Srinivsan. Terms like ‘flexible-citizen artist’ and ‘international artist’ describe the types
of binds in which the kabuki and butoh discourse put Eiko & Koma. Moreover, they
illustrate the functioning of the constant flux between ‘Asian’ and ‘American’ theorized
by David Palumbo-Liu. In each case, Eiko & Koma are honored for their contribution to
the American dance scene, but are never quite allowed to be viewed as American.
In conclusion, there needs to be a change on American audiences’ perceptions on
the Asian American dance without viewing through the premature labeling of
stereotypes, in this case orientalism. As Eiko & Koma claims, each artist’s work should
stand on its own and the audience’s perception should be their own individual concern
without outside generalization. Westerners’ view on Asian dance during the 1930s-1940s
back then were intrigued around its vibrant exotic atmosphere. The long labeling of
‘hypervisible’ on oriental beauty as ‘exotic’ and labeling of anything foreign based on
stereotypes thus needs to be rid of as it should be relevant in conjunction with the current
political and integration of the global society today that artists should be simply defined
as artists without boundaries and labeling of stereotype or prejudice.
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